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MINUTES OF CENTRAL HOUSING FORUM MEETING 
 

HELD ON WEDNESDAY 11TH JANUARY 2017 AT 10.30 AM 
 

IN THE BOARD ROOM, HOUSING CENTRE, BELFAST 
 
 
PRESENT:  P McQuillan  Rural Residents Forum (Vice Chair) 
   V Rooney   South Down Area 
   R McCaw  Causeway Area 
   D Blake  North Belfast Area 
   A McAvoy  South & East Belfast Area 
   L Nelson  North Down & Ards Area 
   G Blevins  South Area 
   J Wightman  Mid & East Antrim Area 
   I McLaughlin  West Belfast & Shankill Area 
   S McDermott  South West Area 
   C McDaid  Supporting Communities 
   M Watt  Supporting Communities 
   C Davis  Housing Executive 
   G Duffy  Housing Executive 
  
IN ATTENDANCE: M Kerr  Housing Executive 
   R Tanswell  Housing Executive 
 
APOLOGIES: L Watson  West Area (Chair) 
   R Crawford  West Belfast & Shankill Area 
   M Cooper  South Antrim Area 
   K Murray  Mid Ulster Area 
   I Hamilton  Disability Forum 
   D Paisley  Lisburn & Castlereagh Area 
   D Crawford  Housing Executive 
   J Hamill  NIYF 
 
P McQuillan took the Chair for the meeting and welcomed members wishing all a Happy 
New Year.  
 
 
MINUTES          ACTION 
 
1.0 PRESENTATION - DRAFT HOMELESSNESS STRATEGY  
 
1.1 P McQuillan welcomed and introduced Maureen Kerr and   
 Richard Tanswell who have been responsible for producing  
 the Housing Executive Homelessness Strategy. 
 
1.2 R Tanswell provided an outline of the statutory requirement   
 in Housing Executive to produce a strategy and the     
 pre-consultation work that has been undertaken to produce   
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 a draft document for consideration.  Members noted the draft    
 strategy ‘Ending Homelessness Together’.  
 
1.3 Members noted the primary objectives of the strategy; 
 
1.3.1 To prioritise homelessness prevention. 
 
1.3.2 To secure sustainable accommodation and appropriate  
 support solutions for homeless households. 
 
1.3.3 To further understand and address the complexities of  
 chronic homelessness across NI.  
 
1.3.4 To ensure the right mechanisms are in place to oversee  
 and deliver this strategy. 
 
1.3.5 To measure and monitor existing and emerging need to  
 inform the ongoing development of appropriate services. 
 
1.4 R Tanswell highlighted and outlined the range and type of   
 actions and relationships that are included under each of the  
 respective objectives and confirmed that a range of  
 measures and indicators have been identified to monitor  
 progress and assess the success of the strategy.  
 
1.5 In response to questions from members, it was further noted   
 that assorted and various actions on homelessness are   
 ongoing and those will continue into the new strategy and  
 Action Plan; Housing Executive will be embarking on a   
 communications plan to engender a greater understanding  
 of what homelessness is and what it looks like in the public   
 mind as well as highlighting where people ought to go to get   
 advice help and support.   
 
1.5.1 In addition, members highlighted the importance of local   
 inter-agency strategy groups and their potential role in  
 determining location specific issues and incidences of  
 homelessness.  
 
1.5.2 In response to further questions members noted that the KPI   
  on completing assessments of homeless applications relate   
 to undertaking and meeting the statutory tests where Housing    
 Solutions would be seeking to complete assessments as   
 soon as possible and hopefully well within the target  
 timeframe; members further noted the definition of Dispersed  
  Intensively Managed Emergency Accommodation (DIME).  
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1.6 A copy of the presentation materials is appended to the  
 minutes and the full strategy is available on the Housing  
 Executive website.  The closing date for comments is    
 8th February 2017 and members are requested to forward   
 observations and views to C McDaid at the earliest instance.  All 
 
2.0 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
2.1 Agreed as an accurate record. 
 
3.0 MATTERS ARISING 
 
3.1 (2.1) Review of House Sales 
 Department Officials have been in contact to confirm that the  
 outcomes of the review will be presented to the HCN in due  
 course.         Housing Exec 
 
3.2 (2.2) Empty Homes Strategy 
 Nothing further to report.  
 
3.3 (2.3) Heating Services Update 
 G Blevins reported that due to procurement issues the  
 contracts have not yet been awarded and that a presentation   
 will be given at a later meeting, hopefully February.   Housing Exec 
 
3.4 (2.4) Online Best Practice Sharing 
 C McDaid confirmed that discussions are ongoing on the   
 various means of good practice and information sharing; it      
 was agreed that this should be included as a recommendation  
 in the Community Involvement Strategy consultation.  
 
3.5 (2.5) Review of Community Involvement Strategy  
 Members noted the dates of the public consultation    
 workshops to be held across the province and the proposed   
 agenda and timetables.  Members were encouraged to  
 advertise the workshops within their own local areas and  
 communities.         All members 
 
3.6 (3.2.1) Additional Welfare Reform Training 
 C McDaid will follow up with M Cooper accordingly.   C McDaid 
 
3.7 (4.2) Pen Pics 
 Members were reminded to forward these to C McDaid asap. 
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4.0 CENTRAL HOUSING FORUM/BOARD EXCHANGE 
 
4.1 At this juncture the Central Housing Forum was joined by     
 Housing Executive Board Members - G Lomax, B Keery and  
 J McCall and Senior Housing Executive Officers; Clark Bailie,   
 G Flynn, P Isherwood, C McQuillan and J Hawthorne.  A  
 round of introductions was held. 
 
4.1.1 P McQuillan opened the discussion with Board Members    
 and Senior Officers briefly recalling the discussions held at  
 our previous engagements.      All 
 
4.2 In response to a question from L Nelson, C Bailie confirmed  
 that Professor Peter Roberts has been appointed Interim   
 Chairman by the Minister and that the Department will   
 subsequently undertake a process to select and appoint a  
 new Chair. 
 
4.3 Recollecting part of our previous Board/Central Housing   
 Forum interaction, I McLaughlin asked for an update on the   
 future of the Housing Executive under SHRP.  In reply,   
 C Bailie restated the need to establish a suitable operating   
 model which will allow Housing Executive to borrow the    
 necessary finance to meet the investment needs of the stock;  
 the need to do this is as pressing, if not more so, as it was   
 last year.  Members also noted that work has been ongoing   
 between Housing Executive and the Department on  
 developing business cases for the various models.  C Baillie  
  expressed the view that there is a strong case for a  
 ‘borrowing’ landlord organisation that retains much of the  
 culture, ethos, skills, values and experience of the Housing    
 Executive.   
 
4.3.1 Further, G Lomax wanted to put on record that this year the   
  Landlord performance figures for the Housing Executive is in  
  the top 10% of social/public landlords across the UK. 
 
4.3.2 It was also noted that Housing Executive continues to  
 manage grants, supporting people and retains the statutory  
  responsibility for homelessness and there needs to be a  
 synergy across all these functions.    
 
4.4 In reply to a comment on the need to make better use of the    
 scrutiny processes, J Hawthorne confirmed the commitment    
 of Housing Executive to engaging with its customers and  
 referred to the forthcoming Community Involvement Strategy    
 review as to how scrutiny and other engagement opportunities  
 could be shaped for the next 3 years.   
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4.4.1 J Hawthorne also reaffirmed the Housing Executive’s    
 commitment to processing all future organisational Policies/ 
 Strategies that impact on tenants/customers through the  
 HCN and particularly the Central Housing Forum. 
  
4.5 Highlighting the work which has been done with University of  
 Birmingham looking at models of engagement, V Rooney    
 posed the challenge of tenant membership of the Board.    
 Whilst recognising the various opportunities that this may   
 bring, it was agreed that there needs a clear understanding   
 of where best tenant engagement, scrutiny and challenge  
 can be achieved and be most effective. 
 
4.6 In recognising the current challenges and the possible   
 dissolution of the Assembly and Executive, S McDermott   
 queried what can be done to reduce the impact and potential  
 uncertainty around the changes imminent to Welfare and     
 Benefit payments.  Given the present situation there is    
 uncertainty as to what message can be given, but it was   
 made clear that the Housing Executive is fully committed to   
 getting the correct message to tenants and making use of   
 the HCN and Supporting Communities as a means of getting  
  this message across. 
 
4.7 In reply to a question from P McQuillan, G Lomax restated   
 the continued commitment of Housing Executive to Social     
 Housing in the rural areas and highlighted some of the    
 investment needs and challenges of the stock as identified    
 by Savills.  P Isherwood outlined some of the specific    
 challenge of tower blocks and non-traditional stock explaining   
 the Asset Performance Evaluation Model.  Members also   
 noted that stock transfer is a requirement placed on the   
 Housing Executive by the Department and there is a policy 
  and process to follow, where directed.    
 
4.8 C McQuillan outlined some of the potential opportunities for   
 extending digital inclusion and services to tenants e.g.   
 providing ‘online hubs’ at local offices or in Community Bases.   
 It was noted that the Housing Executive is continuing to look    
 at the most appropriate means of providing support and    
 access that suits the needs of tenants.  C Baillie also    
 highlighted the challenges and costs associated with  
 providing broadband across the stock but agreed to keep   
 Central Housing Forum informed if there were any   
 developments. 
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4.9 In response to a question from J Wightman, G Flynn provided  
 an outline of the intentions and progress of the ongoing     
 Transformation process.  In reply, I McLaughlin reminded   
 members to recognise the impact much of the uncertainty   
 has on staff acknowledging that they continue to contribute  
 to providing excellent services across the province.  
 
4.10 G Blevins highlighted the positive impact that Central Housing   
 Forum reps have had on the procurement groups.   
 P Isherwood confirmed that invitations will be issued to reps  
  for the forthcoming processes. 
 
4.11 A McAvoy highlighted the continued challenge in  
 encouraging tenants to take up home contents insurance.   
 C McQuillan confirmed this is an ongoing area of work on  
 the part of the Housing Executive. 
 
4.12 P McQuillan thanked the Board and Officers for their open    
 and honest interaction and looked forward to further  
 engagement during 2017. 
 
5.0 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
5.1 The next meeting will be held on Wednesday     
 8th February 2017 at 10.30 am in Supporting Communities   
 Headquarters, Ballymena. 


